Support for expository video

SketchScan

SketchScan is a mobile application that lets you capture, clean, animate, and share sketches.

1. Snap a photo, optionally scanning codes to attach meta-data.
2. Swipe over important regions.
3. Optionally attach audio annotations to regions.
4. Play annotations on the mobile and upload them to the server.
5. The annotations are compiled into a video.

ShowHow

ShowHow is a collection of tools to help users annotate videos, focusing on how-to content.

1. Capture videos with the ShowHow mobile app, which supports real-time bookmarking as well as multimedia annotations. Alternatively, import videos from third-party sources.
2. Add and edit multimedia annotations on the ShowHow web client, which is designed for tablets and desktops.
3. Drag annotated bookmarks off of the web client onto multimedia document editors.

TalkMiner

TalkMiner supports easy and efficient access to lecture videos.

1. Standard lecture videos are difficult to navigate. Users can only scrub the video to search.
2. TalkMiner recovers and presents slides for browsing. Users can play the video from a specific slide and search for text in slides.
3. Users can explore related talks via an interactive interface.